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ABSTRACT. The interpretation of some crystal structures is based on Dirac’s atom in a cor-
puscular approach. This conception allows completing the Bohr-Sommerfeld approach with 
the comprehension of the doublets. It exhibits the existence of windows open on the nucleus 
allowing bonds with the electrons of the neighbour atoms. As a result this sheds light on the 
valence notion which allows describing the interatomic bonds, each atom having an attracting 
role with the nucleus and its outermost electrons. 

1 Introduction
The diffraction of X-Rays, neutrons and electrons has allowed us to describe numerous 

crystal structures, on the other hand the absence of a clear interpretation of the quantum me-
chanics in particular of the doublets has miss us of the understanding of the structures from 
that of the atom. The interpretation of the magnetic moments of numerous metals and com-
pounds in the framework of Dirac's model supposing that each electron behave like in a hy-
drogen atom, allows identifying the magnetic state of each additional electron of the 3d or 4f 
shell, [1]. This identification leads to the sharing of the states between the two subshells of a 
same shell giving the doublets; either 2� for the first or 2(� +1) for the second. Thus we find 
again the Runge law established in 1907 interpreting anomalous Zeeman Effect for metals in 
a gaseous state as sodium or zinc [2]. 

These results suggest the possibility to attribute the difference of levels of the doublets to a 
small difference of inert mass hypothesis suggested by the emission and the absorption of 
photon during the transitions between two levels. In this goal the matter of the proton and the 
electron is supposed built of grains with much more small dimensions. With this hypothesis 
we have proposed to interpret the wave function of Dirac as representing the density of matter 
in such a way that the different derivatives represent the mechanical action generate by the 
motion of the electron in the meaning of the classical mechanics [3]. This interpretation 
shows the value of the model of Bohr-Sommerfeld; to make it more complete one has to con-
sider that the quantum of action traditionally associated to the rotation of the electron, equally 

1 This is the English version of the French work: "Atomes et cristaux ", published in: Ann. Fondation Louis de 
Broglie, 32, 77-114, (2007).
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include a parallel translation to that of the axis of rotation. Supposing the equipartition of the 
energy, therefore of the masse, these two degrees of freedom are supposed to share into two 
equal quantities the quantum of action which generate them giving that was called the space 
quantification and giving the half values of magnetic moments often observed. 

This approach of the hydrogen atom allows describing the motion of the electron around 
the proton, then for the atom with several electrons, the structure of the atomic space. With 
the knowledge of the atomic space it is then possible to understand the building process of the 
crystal space. In space structure one has to understand the spacio-temporal relations of the 
electrons of the atom, then the spacio-temporal inter-atomic relations giving access to the 
crystal space. 

To tackle this subject we will rely on the study "Crystal Structure and Bonds" published in 
1983 [4] and supported by several works. The discovery of the high Tc superconductors has 
been rapidly followed by that of the 2p holes on oxygen ions giving support to the hypothesis 
of defect of ionicity on atoms of oxygen taken in this first work with the study of the La2O3
structure. This discovery of the oxygen 2p holes and that older of the rare gas compounds 
have finally led us to propose a model of neutral atoms [5] for all the ionic compounds. Thus 
it matter to understand the chemical bond itself with neutral atoms. The clue has to be found
in the spatial distribution of the electrons of an ns, np, nd and n f shell itself. The goal of this 
study is to show that this distribution allows all the atoms to be able to attract the outer elec-
trons of the neighbour atoms with a more important power for metal than metalloids. As a re-
sult it shed light on diverse properies of bonds in crystals. 

The place of an atom in the periodic table of the elements being the synthesis of a great 
number of their properties we will start to recall in section 2 some quantum properties. The 
section 3 will devoted to the description of the spatial distribution of the electrons contribut-
ing to bonds between neighbour atoms. The section 4 will recall the synchronous bond con-
nected to the periodic motion of the electrons. The section 5 will introduce the disorder as a 
component of the crystal state and will tackle the notion of valence. The section 6 will tackle 
some structural crystal interpretations. The section 7 will propose some remarks as a conclu-
sion. 

2 The periodic table and the quantum numbers 
It is in 1869; February 17 that Mendeleyev was distributing to numerous chemists its sys-

tem of classification of the elements [6]. It was the discovery of the quantum properties of the 
electrons in the atoms which was allowing the understanding of the organization. It was first 
the works of Moseley which, from the study the frequency of the X-Rays, brought important 
results supporting the notion of atomic number. A very comprehensive account on the spec-
troscopy and quantum mechanics can be found in the reference book of White « Introduction 
to Atomic Spectra » with a great number of results and references concerning the spectral 
lines, the quantum mechanics and the periodic table [2]. After the atomic number it was the 
discovery of numerous spectral lines of Balmer (1885), Rydberg, Paschen to just quote the 
more known. These researchers showed the role of an integer number in the variation of the 
frequency of the corresponding lines. Thanks to Bohr work (1913) this number was going to 
become the principal quantum number n having a close connection with the different rows of 
the periodic table. Then the works of Sommerfeld (1916) have allowed understanding the 
classification of the series in sharps s, principals p, diffuses d and fundamentals f correspond-
ing to the secondary quantum numbers llll also call orbital which is associated to the momen-
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tum of the quantum state. Those numbers explained by the same token the different columns 
of the table. Except the shells ns, those shells are divided into two subshells as indicate by the 
double spectral lines and as Table 1 and Table 2 recall it. The Sommerfeld approach did not 
allowed understanding the origin of this division. It was Dirac approach which allowed solv-
ing this difficulty; it shows that there are two types of lightly different states for the same 
number of quanta of rotation. Finally each element corresponds to an additional proton and 
electron in comparison to the previous element. To each additional electron corresponds a dis-
tinct magnetic state characterized by the m quantum number which is specific of the ele-
ment [1].

Table 1. The different quantum numbers in Dirac's model, their relation of order and ν the number of 
states of the subshell; the type II correspond to the first subshell and the type I to the second. The prin-
cipal n, orbital llll, radial r, magnetic m quantum numbers; le number ρ is introduced in the degree of the 
polynomials defining the radial functions component of the solutions of the equation of Dirac. To 
avoid any mix-up with the np shells giving doublets we use the Greek letter ρ instead of the letter p
used by Louis de Broglie [8], [3]. The limits of the m number result of the study of the solutions of the 
equation of Dirac and are experimentally confirmed with the measurements of the magnetic moments 
[1].

n � 1 � � n –1 r� n –1 n = l + r + 1 ν

Type II ; first subshell k = l ρ = r + 1 – (l–1) � m � l 2(l–1)

Type I ; secund subshell k = –l –1 ρ = r –l � m �l +1 2l

However it matter to underline the reversal of situation in the case of the rare earths ele-
ments, that is those corresponding to the filling of the 4f shell. Indeed if the periodic table has 
been established before the discovery of the different quantum states and confirmed with it, 
they are mostly the theoretical works of Sommerfeld and Dirac which have allowed lining up 
the 4f elements. Without these works we would be in difficulty to line up the 4f elements on 
the basis of their chemical properties, as Mendeleyev done for the others elements. Let us re-
call that at the time of the publication of the periodic table in 1869 very few elements of the 
rare earths had been isolated, to see for example the genealogical table of their discovery [7]. 
This fact comes from their very similar chemical properties making their separation very dif-
ficult. We will see (5.2) thanks to the special properties of the 4f electrons, how and why these 
elements have a great similarity of chemical properties. 
Table 2. The s, p, d, f shells and the corresponding subshells.

s ; � = 0 p ; � = 1 d ; � = 2 f ; � = 3

s1/2
k = –1 

p1/2

k = 1

p3/2

k = –2 

d3/2 ; 
k = 2

d5/2

 k = –3 

f5/2
k = 3

f7/2
 k = –4 

Now what about the division into subshells of the np, nd and nf shells. We know that it 
explains the doublets of some spectral series. The division in subshells of the 3d and 4f shells 
is clearly put in view with the magnetic properties of these elements [1], [9]. By analogy of 
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position in the classification it is transposed into the others shells. Concerning the elements ns
they correspond to second subshell, the first one does not exist in their case. 

3 The spatial distribution of the ns, np, nd and nf shell.
To understand the role of the subshells in the chemical bond let us first consider each elec-

tron in a hydrogenous atom and define the atomic space. Consider the frame of reference Ox, 
Oy, Oz, where O is the atomic nucleus centre of potential. To introduce the symmetry of the 
intrinsic rotation we suppose the corresponding axis parallel to Oz. Consider G the plane of 
the motion containing the Ox axis by construction and E the equatorial plane containing the 
axes Ox and Oy. Let E be the energy and p the momentum of the electron upon an interval dt
of time and dl of space along the trajectory; the action pdl = Edt associated to the motion upon 
this interval dt,dl has two components parallel to the equatorial plane E and the third to Oz.  
The plane G of the motion cut the equatorial plane along Ox. The point B is one out of the 
two points where the trajectory pierces the plane E (Figure 2). The properties of the atomic 
space are defined according to those of the proton and the electron. The proton being much 
heavier than the electron, it is the motion of the electron around the proton that one has to de-
scribe. Let α be the angle between the motion plane G and the equatorial plane E perpendicu-

lar to the axis Oz and to that of the intrinsic rota-
tion, it plays an important role into the structure 
of the atomic space. 

The magnetic properties of the atom in a 
solid point out for each electron a moment equal 
to that it would has in a hydrogen atom [1]. For a 
gas in a magnetic field the same property is ex-
hibited through the Runge law [2]. As a result the 
angle α between the motion and equatorial plane 
stay the same whatever be the number of elec-
trons of the atom. This angle depends only of the 
quantum state. On the other hand the radial ac-
tion prdr does not modify the orientation of the 
circular trajectory of basis. Thus one has just to 
determine α for these states. Consider a small 
movement dl along the trajectory. The corre-
sponding rotation is rdϕ. The component pϕ rdϕ
of the action parallel to the equatorial plane E is
the product of the projections of the displace-
ment and of the momentum. 

Thus: Cos2α = 
p rd
pd
ϕ ϕ

l
(3.1) 

During one period ∫pϕ rdϕ = u where u is the atomic momentum  in respect to Oz, we have 
u =m –½. In Dirac's theory the momentum around Oz is not the classical moment Mz but the 
momentum Nz = Mz + Sz where Sz is the operator introducing the intrinsic rotation and the 
half-integer values [8]. The study of the solutions of Dirac's equation shows that the maxi-
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Figure 1.   The motion of the electron. 
The point O is the centre of the 
potential, the plane of the motion 
ABCD, the equatorial plane Ox,Oy. In 
e the electron along its trajectory. 
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mum of u then of m –½ for the first subshell is lower of one unit to that of the second sub-
shell, moreover for each value u(m) there is a value u =– u(m); as a result there are two miss-
ing state in the first subshell in respect of the second, the interpretation of the experimental 
magnetic moments confirms these values. 

It is this aspect of the quantum mechanics which is essential. To interpret this fact let us 
consider the rest mass m0 of the electron and distinguish active masse ma, representing in ab-
solute value, the kinetic energy of the motion and the inert mass mi such that ma + mi = m0
[3]. Let W be the energy of the motion, we have:

mi = Wc-2 with E = W - m0c-2    it comes ma = -Ec-2 (3.2) 

 
Why there are two missing states in the first subshell? If we admit that the inert mass of 

the electron is variable during its motion then the two missing states in the first subshell can 
correspond to a quantum of action generated by a small variation of the active mass. Indeed 
suppose that the higher active mass belongs to the states of the first subshell, the electron in 
motion with an active mass lightly higher than to that of the second subshell generate a num-
ber of quanta ρ higher of one unite to those of the second [10]. For the same orbital quantum 
number ����, it is no longer able to stabilize one of the two state corresponding to the maximum 
orbital momentum that it can takes in the second subshell. 

Figure 2. The spatial distribution of the electrons 3d3/2 and the angular azimuthal position of the addi-
tional electron of the manganese occupying the first 3d5/2. The electrons are supposed to orbit in per-
pendicular planes to that of the figure. The angle between the equatorial plane E and the plane of 
gravitation G is that given by the relation (3.3), its sign is that of u. 

Consider the orbital action of rotation AOr during one period. To the unit of action corre-
sponding to the intrinsic rotation, it can have l additional unit of action of rotation, the sum of 
the both giving the orbital action of rotation AOr =(l + 1). The rotation is assumed by the in-
trinsic rotation, the number l can take the zero value in this case the states correspond to those 
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of the second subshell. With the orbital action AOr =(l + 1) but for an active mass very lightly 
higher to that of the stats of the second subshell [10], when l is higher than zero, the unit of 
intrinsic rotation can be included in the quanta l.There are the states of the first subshell. 

This remarks show that the values of cos2α (3.2) are given for the both subshells by the 
same expression; it comes: 

Cos2α = 
1+l

u  = 
1+

−
l

�m (3.3)  

The interpretation of the magnetic moments shows that the first occupied quantum state of 
a subshell is that having the greatest orbital contribution of rotation m = |k| that is 
m =|k| =l for the first subshell and m = |k| = (l + 1) for the second [1]. We find again this dif-
ference of one unit between the two maximums of m. It is this difference which comes, by 
hypothesis, from the fact for the first subshell the increase of one quantum, by comparison to 
the previous shell, is obtained by an unit modifying the mass of the electron since that for the 
second subshell the increase modifies the kinetic quantum number k. Thus the orientations of 
orbiting planes of the different quantum states in each subshell having same value of u are the 
same, but the two states of the first subshell, corresponding to the values u(l + 1) et u(-l ) =-
u(l + 1) (see appendix in [3]), are missing. On the other hand as we have underlined it to each 
electron having a momentum u corresponds another electron with the momentum –u. We will 
say that they make a couple of twins. 

Table 3. The twin elements for the circular states, the azimuthal angle α of plane of motion on the 
equatorial plane and the polar angle β between the axis Pz and the closest states from this axis.  

Shells 1s 2p 3d 4f

1st subshell B
C

Sc
Cr

Ti
V

La
Sm 

Ce
Pm

Pr
Nd

2nd subshell H
He

N
O

F
Ne

Mn
Zn

Fe
Cu

Ni
Co

Eu
Yb

Gd
Tm

Tb
Er

Dy
Ho

α 45 30 60 24.1 45.0 65.9 20.7 37.8 52.2 69.3

β 45 30 24,1 20,7

This difference between the first and the second subshell is fundamental because it allows 
explaining the ionic bond with neutral atoms that we tackle in the section 3.2. The Figure 2
symbolizes this situation for the 3d shell where the manganese is the first element with an 
electron 3d5/2. The Table 3 gives the distribution of the 1s, 2p, 3d and 4f elements in the two 
corresponding subshells. The sharing giving this distribution is done at the same position of 
the periodic table for the elements of higher atomic number. 

Spatial intra-atomic Orientation. 
To complete this analysis one has to discus, for a filled subshell, the orientation of the dif-

ferent twin couples between them. On the Figure 2 we have given the azimuthal angular ori-
entation of the different electrons of the 3d3/2 subshell. For simplicity this representation is 
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given as if all the planes of motion of a twin have the same straight line of intersection in the 
equatorial plane and perpendicular to the plane of the Figure 3 and including the potential 
centre P. Consider for example the twin couple scandium, chromium that is {Sc, Cr} on the 
Figure 2. The two orbiting plane of the 3d3/2 electrons of such a couple have their intersection 
CD in the equatorial plane (Figure 3).  For the orbiting planes of the 3d3/2 electrons of the tita-

nium, vanadium twin that is {Ti, V} in the 3d3/2 subshell 
the interaction of repulsion make that they intersect, in 
the equatorial plane or in its vicinity, along a straight line 
perpendicular the straight line CD of the 3d3/2 electrons
of the twin {Sc, Cr}. There is a useful notion to discuss 
of the interactions, we will call equatorial position. In a 
general way the orbiting planes de of the couples of twin 
electrons intersect along straight lines having between 
two successive straight lines the highest possible angle. 
That is 90° for two couples, 60° for three couples and so 
on. Similarly, between two twin electrons the difference 
of angular position on their respective trajectory is of
180°, that between twin couples share this angle accord-
ing to the number of couples in the subshell. 

3.1 The kernel of the atom and its outer electrons.
Call ns and np the electrons of the outermost electronic shell of the rare gases preceding 

the considered element and (n + 1)s and (n + 1)p the outermost electrons. The interpretation 
of the crystal structures of metals point out that during the filling of the different electronic 
shells in a row of elements of the periodic table, the outermost electrons (n + 1)s and (n + 1)p
play a different role from the already present electrons on the rare gas preceding the consid-
ered element. The different role comes from their different extension and period. In particular 
for the metals having none (n +1)p electrons, the one or the two (n +1)s electrons develop less 
bonds than the eight ns and np electrons. These last develop bonds with the nearest 
neighbours; as for the (n +1)s, they are pushed away in direction less obstructed, as a result 
they enter in bond with second neighbours. On the other hand with different period the possi-
bility of synchronous bonds (see section 4) is reduced increasing the disorder in the orienta-
tion of the atom in respect of their neighbours. For this reason we will call kernel of the atom 
the nucleus and the electronic shells with a principal quantum number lower to that of the (n + 
1)s and (n + 1)p outermost shells.

3.2 Windows upon the nucleus, covalence, ionicity and overlapping bonds.
The np, nd and 4f electronic shells of the kernel of the atom allow to see in different way 

the (n-1) shell through a zone that we will call window2 (n here refer the outermost shell of 
the kernel of the atom or a deeper shell). For the understanding of the crystal structures it is 
useful to characterize these differences. Indeed, it is through these windows that the 
neighbour atoms are attracted and built the considered site. For the np shells as a result of the 
small number electrons the windows are wide, allowing different sites: the most commons be-

2 We just consider the fourteen elements going from lanthanum to ytterbium called 4f, we leave to spetialists of 
the fourteen elements following the radium called 5f, to extend this study.

eB

eA C

D

Figure 3. The orbiting plane of 
two electrons having equal and op-
posed magnetic momentums.

P
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ing the tetrahedral and octahedral sites. As the np outer shells of the kernel of the atom are 
closed they play an important role in the interaction between atoms. 

At the beginning of the filing of the nd or 4f shells, the windows through the np shell are 
just a little modify and allow seeing the additional charge of the nucleus. Afterwards during 
the filling of the nd or 4f shells, the intra-atomic distribution of the electrons of the first sub-
shell exhibits, simplifying a little, a conical window centred on the equatorial plane which, in 
the concerned directions between the AC and BD circle on the Figure 4, leaves the nucleus 
with a lower screening constant than in the other directions, we will call it equatorial window. 
This distribution exhibits equally a second window in the both directions of the Pz straight
line; we will call it polar window. On the other hand the electronic distribution of an atom has 
a heteropolar structure which favours the overlapping bonds between the high electronic den-
sity and the windows toward the nucleus. With heteropolar structure one has to understand 
that the electrons with their movement define planes of strong electronic density and in these 
planes for the elliptical trajectory along the major axis of the ellipse a direction of strong elec-
tronic density. As a result between these planes and these directions there are hollows or win-
dows on the nucleus, which we will call secondary, attracting an electron in its direction of 
lowest electronic density. It is this interatomic overlapping which gives the more or less 
strong covalence according to the atoms and the site in the molecule or the crystal. 

The nd or nf equatorial window fully appears as soon as the first subshell is fill up. It re-
mains and the intensity of its capacity of attraction varies during the filling of the second sub-
shell. The capacity of attraction of the polar windows equally varies in intensity, its angle of 
opening decreases when the second subshell finishes filling. Numerous consequances of va-
lence that is of bonds result of them. Let us first notice the new shed light brought on the 
complexes of coordination. Through these windows it is a positive charge which is visible; 
from this fact the atoms with a great number of electrons as the metalloids are easily attracted. 
One has to see there an important element in the choice of the octahedral site by the atoms of 
numerous metallic compounds or in the formation of the octahedral complexes for example in 
the ferrocyanurs of K4Fe(CN)6 type. Similarly the octahedral site of numerous compounds, in 
particular of the 3d metals, is built by the capacity of the metal to have the octahedral coordi-
nance. When the number of the 3d electrons increases, the angular opening of the polar win-
dow decreases; the octahedral coordinance has a tendency to give way to the square planar 
coordinance exhibited with several compounds or complexes of copper. 

The discovery of the rare gas compounds establishes that the chemical bond at least in 
these compounds is not governed by the transfers of electrons. An atom as that of the fluorine
is attracted by the xenon. One has to understand this ability as the result of the interaction of 
two different atoms each one having windows on the positive nucleus and direction of elec-
tronic movement allowing overlapping bonds, each atom being positive and negative accord-
ing to the considered direction. It is the covalent bond. 

For the 3d shell, the copper well exhibits, in the high Tc superconductors as YBa2Cu3O7, 
an equatorial window with its square planar coordination. Now for the polar window in all the 
Cu, Tl and Hg based superconductors the apical oxygen corresponding to this window ex-
hibit’s a more important distance than the classical one [5].

Consider now the bond called ionic. With neutral atoms one has to consider as more or 
less covalent all bonds.  A bond will be strongly covalent if the interaction: electron-window 
on the nucleus is strong; it will be ionic in the opposite case. A first indication of this ap-
proach concerns the metal-metalloid distances. For example in a crystal an atom of metal will 
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be all the more ionic that the volume of the crystallographic site is large, from this angle the 
alkaline monochalcogenides can be range as more ionic than the alkaline earth oxides and so 
on [4].

Figure 4.  Windows on the nucleus. The equatorial window centred on the corresponding plane is de-
limited by the AC and BD circles in blue green on the figure. The polar window centred on the Pz 
axis, shown by small circles on the figure. 

Now the more or less covalent or ionic character of a bond is not specific of the cations; a 
same anion can exhibit different intensity of its covalent character. In this view the La2O3
structure brings an important element: the oxygen of the octahedral site is more ionic than that 
of the tetrahedral site that is corroborates by the distances, the shortest distances correspond-
ing to the strongest covalent bonds [4]. Furthermore the oxygen of the octahedral site is rather 
easily substituted by sulfur, selenium or tellurium showing the lower covalence than that of 
the other chalcogenides. One can see there the role of the eccentricity of the trajectory of the 
outermost ( n+1)s and (n+1)p electrons increasing when going from oxygen to tellurium. 

4 The synchronous bond 
There is in the solids a mechanism of order-disorder which is an important clue to under-

stand the crystal structures. For simplicity consider first a crystallized solid. In its crystallo-
graphic site the atom takes an ordered position to low temperature correlated to the synchro-
nous motion of the outer electrons between neighbour atoms. We will say that the atom has 
with its neighbours synchronous bonds which are directional. When the temperature increase 
the atoms are supposed vibrate in their site. 
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4.1 The synchronization of the electronic motions.
To characterize synchronization consider in a crystal a chain of atoms of the same chemi-

cal species and the same crystallographic site. Furthermore consider two neighbour atoms and 
on each one of them an electron in the same quantum state. To simplify the figures we sup-
pose closed and periodic their motion but the following reasoning are still the same with al-

most closed motion. For each one 
of these electrons the period of 
the associated motion is thus the 
same one. May be in this chain A 
and B two neighbour atoms and 
on each one of them eA and eB the 
electron considered (Figure 5).

There are two cases of figure 
to consider in respect of a refer-
ence plane, depending on the two 
electrons turn either in opposite 
way (Figure 5 a) antiferromagnetic 
coupling or in the same way 
(Figure 5 b) ferromagnetic cou-
pling. 

Without disorder at zero degree Kelvin there is correlation between the motions of the 
conduction electrons in such a way to have the maximum cohesive energy.  For example the 
electron eA comes between A and B when eB is as far as possible from eA. The cohesive en-
ergy of the electron eA with the atom B is thus at its maximum value. The kernel of the atom 
B thus attracts the electron eA but the presence of eB prevents it to leave its atom. In a similar 
way for eB with its other neighbours in the same chain and so on. 

Thus each binding electron is attracted more by the kernel of its own atom than by that of 
a neighbour. It is the same for all the directions where there are identical chains. There is syn-
chronisation of the motion of the electrons in the same quantum state on an atom of the same 
chemical species located in the same crystallographic site. This notion of synchronisation is 
still valid, step by step in successive neighbours, in noncrystalline solids. 

4.2 Synchronization,  transfer of thermal energy and disorder 
Consider then the solid at sufficiently low temperature so that absorbed energy preserves 

synchronization between the greatest number of homologous electrons. Synchronization has a 
role in the transfer of the energy. Indeed, at the time of the interaction of a gas atom with the 
wall of the solid, a part of energy of translation of the atom of gas is transferred on one or 
more electrons of one or more atoms of the solid. Consider an electron eA which has absorbed 
this energy. The binding energy El to its atom varies. Synchronization with its neighbours is 
not respected any more. The electron eA tends after a certain number of revolutions to pass be-
tween the atoms A and B at the same time than eB. This tendency causes to modify the period 
of the electron eB by transfer of energy. Step by step the electrons homologous with a same 
site tend to preserve synchronization. This is shown by the study of the heat capacity of the 
solids at low temperature [11]. So that the tendency to preserve synchronization takes place, it 

b

a A

A

B

B

eA

eA

eB

eB

Figure 5. The synchronous movement: a) antiferro-
magnetic coupling, b) ferromagnetic coupling
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is necessary however that transferred average energy for one direction remains weak com-
pared to El energy of bond to its atom. There are such bonds with all the outermost electrons 
in the different directions of the space, a priori the corresponding energy being not the same. 
Then consider an atom, when the thermal energy is higher than a gap Eg lower than El, we 
suppose that the synchronous bonds are broken and that the atom tips out in a disordered
state. 

4.3 Synchronization and chemical disorder 
Underline that the synchronization is a hypothesis reinforced by the recent interpretation 

of Dirac's theory based on the trajectory of the electron [3]. Several experimental results cor-
roborate it: among them the lowering of the order-disorder temperature with the introduction 
of impurities as the melting tempe rature of metals with a small amount of another metal. In 
comparison of the analogous electrons to those of the main metal, those of the impurity have 
different periods and the synchronization disappears leading to a lower cohesion and the low-
ering of the order-disorder temperature in this case the melting temperature. We recognize 
there Raoult's law well known of the chemists [12]. 

4.4 The limits of the notion of ionicity.
The periodic motion of the electrons allows shedding light on the notion of ionicity. The 

laws of the mechanics teach us that speed of the electron decreases when it moves away from 
the nucleus. As a result when there are few outer electrons as the ns electrons of metals, these 
being attracted in the positive direction resulting of the presence of the neighbour atoms, they 
spend more time in the vicinity of this neighbour than on their own atom, but the fact to turn 
around the nucleus of this last allows to say that they belong to their atom. Consequently the 
study of the electronic density to put in view the ionic character of a crystal can easily one to 
believe to the validity of the ionic hypothesis, since hiding the periodic motion need to under-
stand the atom and its interactions. 

On the other hand, notice that the metallic character of the monochalcogenides of the rare 
earths is easy to understand with the synchronous bond as for numerous metallic compounds 
or superconductors. 

5 The crystal and the atom
If the crystals clearly exhibit anisotropic properties, nevertheless the interpretation of their

crystal structures has been largely led by the spherical approach of the atom. Kittel in his 
book “Introduction to Solid State Physics” summarizes well this fact in the chapter on the 
subject [13]. Wyckoff in his encyclopaedia “Crystal Structure” gives the substantial develop-
ments on the interpretation of the crystals from the spherical approximation of the atoms or of 
the ions [14]. Among the positive aspects of this approach we can underline the simple under-
standing of the faced cubic close-packing (fcc) and of the hexagonal closed-packing (hcp) ob-
served for numerous metals. Furthermore notice that the (fcc) structure is equally that of the 
rare gases in the solid state. These two structures corresponding to the closest packing be-
tween identical spheres there is a convincing interpretation for an approach where the atom is 
considered as a sphere. 
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However there are several difficulties to restrict the interpretation of these two structures 
to a packing of spheres. To be more convincing the model would be explain how the metal 
choice between the two fcc or hcp structures. Furthermore there is an experimental result 
which contradicts this model. The metals strontium and ytterbium crystallize at the atmos-
pheric pressure with the fcc structure and exhibit the body centred cubic bcc structure, theo-
retically less compact, under pressure of the order of 40 to 50 Kilo bars to room temperature 
[15], [16], Figure 6. The difficulty comes from that the solid state cannot exist without direc-
tional bonds. This approach is in fact underlying in the works of Torben Bergman in 1773 and
René Just Haüy in 1782 who suppose the existence of elementary blocks [17]. From experi-
mental results, it is important to underline that helium is the alone liquid element to atmos-
pheric pressure and all temperature, it is also the alone one with just circular electronic trajec-
tories [18]. In fact the atoms are essentially dissymmetric, as a result to understand crystal
structures it is, among numerous aspects, to understand how despite their dissymmetry atoms 
can, in a large number of cases, be likening to spheres.  

5.1 Disorder and crystal symmetry
We know that several properties of crystals are in connection with the presence of impuri-

ties as the semiconductor character or the colour of different gemstone jewellery: the blue of 
the cobalt in sapphire, the red of the chrome in the ruby to just quote these two crystals. In 
these cases although the presence of impurities the crystal keeps its structure. On the other 
hand apart from impurities there are different possible defaults as dislocations, staking fault 
for example. The study of fcc and hcp structure leads to put in view a fault of periodicity not 
yet discussed in its understanding and that we have now to tackle.
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Figure 8. Hexagonal close-packing 

The crystal structures are determined from their X-
ray, electrons or neutrons diffraction patterns. The in-
terpretation of these patterns uses the symmetry of the 
point groups where the atomic positions are considered 
as points. From this point of view the atomic dissym-
metry is ignored. But from a strict geometrical ap-
proach with dissymmetric atoms, it is useful to under-
line that the cube would not be exhibited as a crystal
structure. Indeed in a cube there are four body diago-
nals which link two by two, two opposite apexes. Yet 
there is no strictly periodic lattice built with non 
spherical objects able to make identical the four diago-
nal of a hexahedra. If we search to build an arrange-

ment with three equivalent directions; in a first step we will put together the atoms in planes 
since we will stack up them, thus we can build three diagonals of the cube but the fourth has 
its properties determined by those of the three others. For example it will be the easy direction 
of magnetization in some cubic magnetic compounds, a difficult difference to detect on a nom 
magnetic aspect. Nevertheless if we still observe cubic structures this comes from a small dis-
order, which is sufficient to maintain the cubic structure, the atomic dissymmetry being too
small to generate a corresponding structure. From experiments the disorder is revealed in the 
mosaic structure of the crystals; Guinier thus conclude a discussion on the crystal perfection 
"In the majority of the cases, the ideally imperfect crystal is a better approximation than the 
perfect crystal" [19].

In fact the atomic symmetry is always lower than 
that of the sphere and it is almost always a higher 
symmetry than that of the atom which is observed in 
the crystal. It is for example the interactions resulting 
from the equatorial and azimuthal window which 
built the space without further bonds coming from 
the synchronous bonds at the kernel level. The study 
of the hexagonal close-packing, Figure 8, allows put-
ting in view this structural aspect. The two atoms in 
O1 and O2 are equivalent. The straight lines linking 
three of the centres of the neighbour octahedral sites 
for each of these atoms make a system of orthogonal 
axes. But one can see that the system associated to
O1 and that to O2 as presented on the figure are dif-
ferent. Thus there is a dissymmetry on each side of 
the compact plane to which belongs he atom and 
each atom can choice its orientation in one of this 
two systems. 

Yet, for the elements crystallising with the hcp structure, nothing in the diffraction dia-
gram reveals the existence of this two systems of axes. We have to conclude that the disorder 
hides this aspect of the hcp structure. Nevertheless there is a structure describe as a double 
hexagonal packing, in which some metals as lanthanum crystallize, where these two systems 
of axes allow its interpretation. The classical interpretation of this structure supposes the 

Figure 7.  The fcc structure
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ABACABA... packing of the three types of A, B, C compact planes; as a result in one plane 
from two the atoms are in an hcp or fcc neighbouring. Considered alone, all the atoms are 
identical, we so suppose that they must occupy an identical crystallographic site and we do 
not retain this structure for lanthanum [20]. To make identical all the atomic sites we just need 
to suppose that in one plane out of two the atoms take the ones towards the others a defined 
orientation in one of the systems of axes and the same in following plane but in the other sys-
tem of axes. In the succession of the compact planes this leads to distinguish the A1 B1 and 
A2 B2 planes, the stacking to be considered is then A1B1A2B2A1. 

5.2 The crystal and the valence
During the nineteenth century it became apparent that in a defined compound, there is a 

relatively specific rule between the proportions of the different constituent elements. This rule 
is known under the name of valence can be expressed as "The capacity of combination or sub-
stitution of an element with or to the hydrogen". The interpretation of the notion of valence 
and that of ion have led to the octet rule: the atoms tend to lost or to gain electrons in such a 
way that their outermost shell has the configuration of that of a rare gas which was for a long 
time supposed inert. The rule of the octet comes from that that it is either the number of miss-
ing electron in comparison of the rare gas following the element, or the number of additional 
electrons after the rare gas able to determine the valence. However in the crystal state the un-
derstanding of the valence need to take into account the existence of bonds exhibited with the 
contraction of the volume as in the study of the monochalcogenides [4]. This property is 
found again for the first elements of the periodic table in different lines. For these metals, the 
study of the crystals and of their corresponding volume put equally in view bonds which are 
the signature of the additional charge after the rare gas preceding them Figure 9. The numeri-
cal data have been taken from [21] [22].

This variation of the atomic volume of the metals shows equally a parallel with the va-
lence. The alkaline metals are monovalent and lead to compounds of ionic type. This property 
is interpreted attributing this valence to the (n + 1)s electron where n is the number of the out-
ermost shell of the rare gas preceding it. With a good approximation the kernel of the atom is 
equivalent to a positive charge keeping this electron. This one orbits relatively far away from 
the kernel of the atom as it is shown by the large increase of the atomic volume in comparison 
to that of the preceding rare gas. However it leaves the kernel of the atom with an attractive 
charge of the order of the unit in a great number of directions leading to bonds between: elec-
tron of valence and kernel of neighbours. 

With two (n + 1)s electrons one observes a large contraction of the atomic volume. The 
charge of the kernel of the atom is of the order of two and active in a great number of direc-
tions. So the contraction of the volume is to be attributed to the increase of the charge of the 
kernel allowing, in the crystal state, bonds between: the two electrons of valence of an atom 
and the kernels of two other neighbour atoms. Thence there is a parallel with the valence two 
of the alkaline earth metals and their atomic volumes compared to that of the alkaline metals. 
On the other hand these elements crystallize in the hc, cfc or bcc structure without any possi-
bility to associate a characteristic volume of the structure. 

With two (n + 1)s electrons but in addition a third electron on the (n + 1)p or nd or also 4f 
for lanthanum shell a further contraction is observed but still no more characteristic infl uence 
of the crystal structure which is hexagonal for one of those of the bore, fcc for aluminium, hcp 
for scandium and yttrium and double hcp for lanthanum. In "Crystal Structures and Bonds" 
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we had already observe the small influence of the structure on the molecular volume of the 3d
monochalcogenides, this means that the difference between two structures if first the direction 
of the possible bonds. The third nd electron orbits in the neighbours of the surface of the ker-
nel of the atom; from outside the kernel the additional charge of the nucleus is still visible in 
most of the directions. There is still reason to attribute the contraction of the atomic volume to 
the increase of the charge of the kernel. 
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Figure 9. The volume in Å3 of the firsts, seconds and tirds elements, from the second to the sixth line 
of the periodic table, comparés à celui du gaz rare qui les précède.  

Thus there is still a parallel between the valence three of these metals and their atomic 
volume. The deep position of the 4f electron in the kernel of the atom requires understanding
the mechanism of bond. The two 6s electrons are attracted by the kernel of one or several 
neighbours. This attraction is reinforced with the strong eccentricity of the 6s electrons. Con-
cerning the third charge of the nucleus of the atom, it is neutralized by the 4f electron except 
in the directions of the polar or equatorial windows being stabilized by synchronisation on a 
same crystal site. On the other hand for the other 4f electrons, they are equally deep and orbit 
in directions of plane apart that of the equatorial one. As a result their number and their deep-
ness do not allow window on the nucleus. Thus the kernel of the atom is without additional 
power of attraction and the first 4f electron is often the alone to contribute to bonds thanks to 
the apparent charge of the kernel of the atom. 

Thus there is a parallel between the atomic volume of the metals and their valence as be-
tween the molecular volume of the monochalcogenides and the valence of the corresponding 
metals. However with a model of neutral atoms in ionic compounds as in the others the un-
derstanding of the valence in crystals needs a new light. We know that the xenon rare gas, the 
most studied gives numerous compounds [21], [23], [24]. This property leads to suppose that 
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the xenon shell in the rare earth elements and the barium or that of the krypton in the stron-
tium play a role of valence [25], [26]. By role of valence one has to understand a role of bond, 
the np or ns electrons of an atom being able to be attracted by the positive kernel of a 
neighbour atom. By analogy this role of bonds of the xenon or krypton shell suggests that it 

must be the same for 3p,s shell with the 3d elements, 
4p,s with the 4d elements and so on. This contribution 
of valence of the nps shell of an atom of metal for a 
metalloid as the oxygen can be of one or two units ac-
cording to the site of each considered atoms. The study 
of the spinel structure will bring an example of such a 
possibility. 

When the nd or nf shell tends to be full, the large 
number of electrons of the shell tends to fully screen the 
additional charge of the nucleus except eventually in the 
direction of the equatorial window, as confirmed by the 
valence III of ytterbium.

6 Crystal Structures and Bonds 
The experimental facts that constitute our knowledge of the crystal state refer to the space 

notion. The space do not exist by itself, it is the substances which constitute it. This is true for 
the molecules and also for the crystals which are in a given extend molecules of infinite di-
mensions. But the atoms cannot combine in any proportions. Indeed the neighbours of an 
atom cannot take any positions around this atom. Their respective properties require rules of 
neighbours. Thus the organization of the atoms in a crystal must result of the properties of the 
atoms but not of those of the defined space according to the periodicity of the arrangement of 
the atoms. The periodic properties observed in the crystals are the result of the possible bonds 
between the involved atoms. It is this approach which was at the root of the interpretation of 
the La2O3 [4]. It equally emerges in the study of the superconducting copper-based com-
pounds where the square planar coordination of copper plays an important role [5]. We have 
seen it in 3.2, this coordination of the copper reflects the property the 3d equatorial window;
similarly the valence three of the rare earths discussed in 5.2 reflects the property of the 4f 
equatorial window. These results among others characterize the atom as well the quantum 
state, leading to speak of equatorial plane of the atom even if in fact the equatorial plane is a 
quantum property of the electrons of a given shell. 

Thus to understand the building of the crystal space, it is to perceive the shape and the 
properties of the atoms and understand their organization. From this angle; now search what 
is leading the atoms to build the crystal structures fcc, bcc and hcp. The volume being not the 
important characteristic one has to consider the orientation of the atomic space considering 
that of the structure. This orientation is determined by the possible bonds with regard to the 
neighbour atoms. In a first approximation, the atomic space can be described as its kernel 
relatively spherical with one or two (n +1)s electrons orbiting around more or less far away.
This dissymmetry of the atom is an important clue to understand the crystal. 

6.1 The body centred cubic structure.
Numerous metals crystallize with the bcc structure. The classical interpretation for the al-

kaline metals supposes that the large spherical volume of the atom impose a smaller number 

Figure10.  The bcc structure 
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of neighbours than in the fcc structure of the rare gases. For these metals the increase of the 
volume in comparison with the rare gas preceding each of them, comes from the large orbit-
ing distance between the (n+1)s electron and the kernel of the atom. Indeed, the screening fac-
tor of the nucleus for the (n+1)s level is more important than that of the ns or np states; as a 
result the electrons of the ns or np shell see a charge of about eight to nine units higher to that 
of about one unit seen by the (n+1)s electron of the alkaline metals (see appendix). As a result 
the size area of the (n+1)s electron considering the kernel of the atom is more important than 
the alone influence of the eccentricity, so the large increase of the atomic volume. 

This difference of size area leads the atoms to expand bonds giving to the (n+1)s outer-
most electron a larger place than that devolved to the kernel of the atom. In other words crys-
tal packing respects this aspect of the atomic dissymmetry. This result is obtained if the 
(n+1)s electrons extend their trajectory in direction of their second neighbours, like this they 
play a role of cement between the kernels of the nearest neighbour atoms.

For each alkaline earth we suppose that the diameter of extend of the kernel of the atom is 
practically the same than that of the rare gas preceding it. The rare gases crystallize with the 
structure fcc allowing to compare the two structures. The body diagonal of a cube is equal to 

3a  # 1,732a if a is the lattice constant; the face diagonal is 2a  # 1,414a. Then compare 
the interatomic distances of neon crystallising fcc and of sodium crystallising bcc. Their ratio 
is 0,843. Suppose the kernels of atoms in contact with a diameter close to that of the rare gas 
preceding the alkaline metal. Compare the distance 0,843a(Na) to the two diagonals, it comes: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )   2 2 0,843 1,686 3a Na a Na a Na a Na< × = < (6.1) 

It is the same for all other alkaline earths 
going from Na to Cs as compared to the other 
rare gases preceding them. For Li compared to 
He the respective charges being weak it is the 
lithium which has a weaker volume than He, 
but the volume of Li equally varies very 
largely, the charge of the nucleus going from 
two to three. We then suppose that the conclu-
sions for the others alkaline are still valid for 
Li.

This comparison allows saying that the in-
teractions developed by the electron (n+1)s are 
not sufficient to keep the fcc structure of the 
rare gases. For further developments it is 

needed, if possible, to determine the orientation of the equatorial plane of the considered atom
in comparison of the crystal space. Thus determining this orientation in different structures we 
will be more able to understand their difference and that which allows a phase transformation. 

This orientation is determined by the interactions which the near neighbours. They are de-
veloped in the direction of the windows open toward the nucleus attracting the np and ns elec-
trons of the neighbour atoms with a charge of about the unit. The angle of the plane of the 
motion of the ns electrons with the equatorial plane being the same for all the n level, the tra-
jectories of the ns electrons are equally directed toward second neighbour but different from 
that of the (n+1) electron. 

N
PA

e

Figure11. Elliptic orbit. In N the nucleus 
and in e the electron. In A the aphelion 
of the trajectory.
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The apparent charge between the kernels of the neighbour atoms being weak for the alka-
line metals one has to suppose that the attraction is developed mostly between the equatorial 
or polar windows and an electron from the kernel of a neighbour this for the greatest number 
of possible neighbours. In the bcc structure the δ angle between one of the directions of the 
height nearest neighbours, that is the body diagonal and a diagonal of a face of the cube is 
35°,26 Figure10. It is close of the angle of 30° for two np electrons with the equatorial plane. 
As a result a stable orientation of the equatorial plane of an atom is perpendicular to one di-
agonal of a face of the cube. On the other hand with this orientation the (n+1)s electron and 
the two ns electrons can develop bonds with their second neighbours along an edge of the 
cube. Thus tackled the body cubic centred structure of alkaline metals finds a beginning of 
understanding by comparison with the faced centred cubic structure of the rare gases which 
remains to be understood.

6.2 The faced-centered cubic structure
According to their electronic configuration the elements crystallizing with the fcc structure 

can be divided into two groups: the elements of the rare gases and the others. For the first 
their electrons built the shells ns2, np6. For the others the always have the ns2, np6 shells fill up 
and the (n+1)s shell with most often two electrons. On the other hand the lithium with the 2s1, 
1s2 configuration exhibits to 78°K the fcc structure [14].

The fcc structure of the rare gases 
For the elements of the rare gases their temperature of solidification is weak as compared 

to that of the alkaline metals, the bonds taking place with the different electrons are then 
weak. The difference of eccentricity between the ns and np electrons and the higher number 
of np electrons, impose an arrangement allowing to the electrons ns, having the largest eccen-
tricity, to orbit in a direction giving to them a sufficient place. The (6.2) relation gives the ec-
centricity as function of the n and � quantum numbers, the Table 4 gives their values with the 
corresponding elements. It increases with n as well as the melting point. The increasing ec-
centricity leads to the overlapping of the trajectories between neighbours atoms and then the 
stability of the structure. This fact leads to suppose that the increase of the melting point is 
correlated to that of the eccentricity. 

( )
1

2 2

2

1
1n n

ε
 +
 = −
 
 

l

l
(6.2) 

Table 4. The eccentricity of the different s, p, d and f electronic trajectories électroniques according 
to the n shell .
He,  Li,  Be Ne,  Na,  Mg,  Al A,  K,  Ca,  Sc Kr,  Rb,  Sr,  Y Xe,  Cs,  Ba,  La

1s 2s 2p 3s 3p 4s 3d 4p 5s 4d 5p 6s 4f

0 0,866 0 0,943 0,745 0,968 0 0,866 0,980 0,661 0,917 0,986 0

See know in which extend the respective dimensions a of the semimajor axis and b of the 
semiminor axis of the ns and np trajectories allow the fcc structure. Their ratio is given by the 
relation [2] :
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1b
a n

+
=
l (6.3) 

Call sδ = NA the distance of occupancy of the ns electrons ns Figure11. It comes:

( )1s aδ ε= + (6.4) 

Consider s
b b

δ
ρ = the ratio of occupancy. It comes:

( )
( )
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1b
n ε
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+l

(6.5) 

For n > 1 this ratio is always higher to 2 . If the semiminor axis is in a direction close of 
one or several nearest neighbours the occupancy of the trajectory is compatible with the com-
pact fcc structure. The major axis will be oriented in such a way that the trajectory of the in-
volved electron can be expended in a direction close to that of second neighbour. With these 
considerations there are still an important number of orientations of the orbiting plane which 
as a result more or less fluctuate. 

In the fcc structure the two atoms of an edge (Figure 7) set at the apexes of the cube are 
each one a second neighbour of the other, those of the centre of a faces are their nearest 
neighbours. Consider the α angle between the motion and equatorial planes. There are four 
trajectories with α = 60° and two with α = 30°. Suppose that the equatorial plane of an atom 

is close of a face of the cube; according to the disorder 
resulting of the lake of synchronization between the ns
and np state, the np orbital with α =60° can find a di-
rection near of that a nearest neighbour having its 
equatorial window in the corresponding direction. The 
body diagonal makes an angle of 54°,74 with an edge 
Figure10; if the major axis of the trajectory of an elec-
tron np takes this orientation it is oriented toward three 
nearest neighbours. Furthermore if the equatorial 
plane is perpendicular to one of the face of the cube, 
the four np electrons can take the same property. Point 
out that thus the atom with four np electrons develops
bonds with its twelve nearest neighbours (Figure 12). 
On the other hand the aphelion of the ns trajectories
can then be oriented toward the nearest neighbours. 
We suppose that there are such bonds which allow to 
the atom of rare gas to stabilize the fcc structure. 

The fcc structure of Ca and Sr
The metals of the beryllium column have volume close to those of the rare gases preced-

ing them Figure 9. The analysis which has just been mad for the rare gases is still valuable for 
the fcc structure of the Sr and Ca. The expand of each of the two (n+1)s  trajectories in com-
parison to the kernel of the atom with a visible charge of the order of two is lower than for the 
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Figure 12. The close-packing in the 
fcc structure.
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alkaline metals. Furthermore the bonds with the neighbours are stronger as a result of the two 
additional charges on the nucleus as confirmed by the increase of the melting point. 

6.3 The cfc → cc  transformation.
The phase change from bcc to fcc between alkaline and alkaline earth metals is linked to 

the double number of the (n+1)s bonds and to the shrinkage of the atomic volume resulting of 
the increase of the charge of the nucleus giving to that of the kernel seen by the (n+1)s elec-
trons a charge of about the double. 

To understand the fcc → bcc phase change observed under pressure with Sr one has to 
point out two aspects favouring it: on one side it seems natural to suppose that the increasing 
eccentricity of the (n+ 1)s and np trajectories plays an important role, on the other side it 
equally matter to notice that for strontium and ytterbium the equatorial window open on the 
nucleus with respectively ten or fourteen additional charges less screened than in the other di-
rections. These two aspects favour bonds between second neighbours which are thus able to 
dominate. On the other hand the number of neighbours changes, this fact leads to suppose a 
change of the orientation of the equatorial planes which take that suggested for the bcc struc-
ture of the alkaline metals. In the both structures each (n+1)s electron, as a result of the eccen-
tricity of the trajectory, orbits toward a second neighbour when it moves away from the kernel 
of its atom. 

The pressure moves closer the atoms; the strength of the bonds between second 
neighbours' increases but the kernel of the atoms with an important number of electrons can-
not be contracted. Then it appears under pressure repulsive interaction as much stronger than 
the eccentricity is stronger: in particular in the fcc structure the bonds between the np elec-
trons and the nearest neighbours along the body diagonal of the cube. On the other hand the 
change of orientation of the space of the atom with respect to that of the neighbours allows a 
better overlapping of the bonds stabilising the bcc structure. It seems reasonable to understand 
in this way the change of structure. 

Consider now the barium, it crystallize in the bcc structure [21] [22]. The barium comes 
after the strontium in the periodic table. The eccentricity of the trajectories is more accented
for all the ns, np and (n+1)s electrons with n = 5. The result is to give stronger bonds, which 
are equivalent to the effect of the pressure. 

Consider now the ytterbium which crystallizes with the fcc structure. This element has its 
4f shell fill up with fourteen electrons. Its atomic volume in the fcc structure is lightly smaller 
than that of the fcc calcium that is: V(Ca) = 43,34Å3 and V(Yb) =41,28Å3. The difference 
with respect to calcium comes from the ns, np and (n+1)s electrons with n = 5 which are the 
same as those of the barium. The difference with respect to the barium comes from contrac-
tion of the kernel resulting of the fourteen additional 4f electrons. These remarks show for this 
element its similarity according to the crystalline properties with Ca and Ba, allowing under-
standing its fcc → bcc phase transformation under pressure. 

6.4 The ClCs and ClNa structures
With neutral atoms the compounds called ionic match to a set of atoms having an occu-

pancy sometime near by if not relatively close or inverse with respect to the occupancy of the 
ions [5]. On the other hand the ClCs structure is interesting considering the neutrality since 
numerous inter-metallic compounds crystallize with this structure and corroborate by this way 
the hypothesis of neutrality. 
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Consider the bcc structure; it can be describe as a double simple cubic lattice. Underline 
that even with neutral atoms the ion notion keeps value; indeed the atom of caesium remains 
in numerous directions a positive charge close to the unit, as for the chlorine atom with seven 
(n + 1) electrons on the s and p shells it is negative in numerous directions and thus attracted 
by the caesium. Let us suppose then for the caesium the same orientation of the equatorial 
plane than for the bcc structure, Figure10. The trajectories (n+1)s of the atoms of caesium 
have a large eccentricity, along an edge of the cube the corresponding electrons can thus have 
synchronous bonds between them. On the other hand for the kernels of the atoms in position 
of nearest neighbours they are of different chemical species they cannot make synchronous 
bonds. As a result it is the columbic attraction with the windows on the nucleus which attract 
the kernels between them whatever their chemical nature be. Consider now the chlorine at-
oms, one has to suppose the same orientation of their equatorial plane as for the structure bcc. 
The eccentricity of the (n+1)s trajectories his smaller than those of the caesium atoms, the 
corresponding bonds are less cohesive. Thus the ClCs structure has similitudes with the bcc 
structure. The (n+1)s nature of the conduction electrons in the high Tc superconductors cor-
roborates this approach [27]. Indeed the crystal structure of these compounds has similitudes 
with that of the perewskite which itself has similitude with that of ClCs. 

Considering the ClNa structure it is as for ClCs a double lattice of each chemical species. 
The sodium atoms occupy the octahedral site of the fcc lattice of the chlorine atoms and recip-
rocally. Consider the ClNa → ClCs phase transformation under pressure exhibited by the al-
kaline halogenides [28]-[33] and the inverse transformation when the temperature increases 
[22]. If we suppose for the metallic lattice the same arrangement as for the pure metal, the 
transformation can be interpreted as for the cfc → cc transformation under pressure of Sr and 
Yb. For the metalloid the equatorial planes can be parallel to those of the metal. The respec-
tive angular orientation of the kernels of the two species is determined by the trajectories np; 
with respect to the lattice crystal they must be different in such a way to allow the strongest 
cohesion. 

6.5 The hexagonal close-packing structure.
Numerous metals crystallize with the hcp structure. The difference with respect to the fcc 

structure must be attributed to the axial dissymmetry of the kernel of the atom. Several ex-
perimental results allow corroborating this approach. 

The table 5 recalls the structures of some metals. The first interesting result concerns the 
way going from the fcc structure with calcium to hcp structures with scandium and the same 
for strontium and yttrium. It corresponds to the occupancy of the first 3d or 4d state.

This occupancy corresponds to an additional charge on the nucleus which can interact 
with the nd electrons of the neighbour atoms through the equatorial or azimuthal windows, re-
inforced interactions by their synchronization. Indeed the additional charge is not screened by 
the electrons of the kernel of the atom. This change is also observed with the rare earths going 
from Ba to La with the first 4f electron, then between Yb and Lu. The increase of the charge 
of the nucleus is equivalent to a high pressure. This leads to discuss the way going from the 
bcc Sr or Yb type structure under pressure to the hcp structure. In this structure we have cho-
sen the body diagonal as straight line perpendicular to the equatorial plane. The increase of 
the charge visible through the windows allows considering it as responsible of the way going 
to twelve neighbours still keeping the same orientation of the equatorial plane. But the high 
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dissymmetry generate by the additional charge at the nd level and visible through the win-
dows reduce the disorder of the cubic structure and leads to the hcp structure. 

On the other hand the increase of the charge 
of the nucleus leads to a whole shrinkage of the 
kernel closing the atoms and increasing the 
strength of the bonds. This last point is less sen-
sible for the case of Sc, Y, Lu and La but impor-
tant in the case of the hcp structure of Be and Mg 
as compared to the bcc structure of Li and Na. 
Indeed the relative increase of the charge of the 
nucleus is important in the both cases: it goes 
from one for three to one for four between Li and 
Be and to one for eleven to one for twelve be-
tween Na and Mg. It allows a large increase of 
the strengh of the bonds and to go to eight to 
twelve nearest neighbours. Thus one as to keep 
the same approach to understand the hcp struc-
ture of Be and Mg. 

The Table 5 gives equally the ratio ρ = c/a of the two lattice constants of the unit cell. It 
most often exhibits a shrinkage of the lattice constant c with respect to the perfect packing 
with spheres giving ρ = 1,633. At the opposite the cases of Zn and Cd exhibit an expansion.
The shrinkage shows for the si x nearest neighbours in the direction of the equatorial plane a 
little smaller attraction through the equatorial windows than the attraction between the six 
other nearest neighbours trough the azimuthal window. The attraction takes place mostly be-
tween the np electrons and the different windows of the neighbours. As there are more np
electrons orbiting in the vicinity of the equatorial axis than in that of the equatorial plane one 
has to attribute the shrinkage of ρ to this aspect of the atomic dissymmetry. The cases of Zn 
nd Cd have to be understood as the result of the occupancy of the ten nd electrons. Indeed 
there are two of them in the vicinity of the azimuthal axis closing in part the azimuthal win-
dow; since the interatomic attraction in this direction is smaller than perpendicularly.

Finally to supplement the interpretation of the dhcp structure of the lanthanum suggested
in 5.1, suppose a synchronous bond for the 6s electrons along two of the axes of the O1 or O2
system Figure 8. To give to all the atoms a same spatial occupancy one possibility is to sup-
pose that in these bonds the aphelions are pointed on the same side of the close-packing plane 
to which the atom belongs toward the perihelion of the other trajectory.

6.6 The La2O3  structure and the covalence
Consider the type structure of La2O3 oxide, Figure 13, initially studied in "Crystal struc-

tures and Bonds". It is equally the thermodynamically stable structure for the sesquioxide of 
Ce, Pr and Nd. It is characterised by the hcp lattice of the atoms of lanthanum. In this stacking 
one oxygen atom occupies the octahedral site and two others the tetrahedral site. The oxygen 
atom of the octahedral site is easily substituted by S, Se, Te, SO4 and so on, that of the tetra-
hedral site is stable, strongly covalent and characterise in spectroscopy of absorption of the 
rare earths by a large shift toward the red [32],[33] in La2O3 and La2O2S. On the other hand 

Table 5. Some crystal structures of the metals 
in the periodic table and the ratio ρ = c/a for 
the hcp structure.

Li
bcc

Be
hcp 

1,567
Na
bcc 
 

Mg
hcp

1,624
K

bcc 
 

Ca
fcc

Sc
hcp

1,594

Ti
hcp

1,588

Zn
hcp

1,856
Rb
bcc 

 

Sr
fcc

Y
hcp
1.571

Zr
hcp
1,593

Cd
hcp

1,886
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the importance of the (LnO) group or (Ln2O2) where the distance La─O is stable and close to 
2.30 Å has been underline [34] pointing out a strong La─O bond. 

Since the study "Crystal structures and 
Bonds" we have shown the role of bond of the 
xenon shell of the rare earth [25]; so it is prefer-
able to attribute to this contribution the strong 
covalence  of the oxygen of the tetrahedral site 
more than to the alone deepness of the 4f elec-
trons. Furthermore it is allowed to suppose that 
the contribution of the xenon shell comes of the 
large eccentricity of the 5p,5s electrons, these 
electrons being attracted through the window on 
the nucleus of the oxygen atom, that one can 
write down: La→O; the direction of the arrow 
pointing out that the electrons of the lanthanum 
are those attracted by the oxygen. As a result the 
corresponding bonds will be shorter than those 
able to take place at the opposite in the vicinity of 
the perihelion; these distances favour the building 
of the two tetrahedral and octahedral sites. On the 

other hand the greater stability of the compounds La2O2X with X= S, Se or Te with respect to 
La2O3 oxide leads to suppose a similar contribution between the np,ns electrons of the chal-
cogenides and the windows on the nucleus of the rare earths that one can write down La← X.
The increasing eccentricity with n of the trajectories np,ns leads to stronger and stronger 
bonds going from O to Te, thus the substitution of the oxygen by the others chalcogenides.
This approach of the covalence opens a way for several other covalent structures as: ZnS, 
ZnO, CaF2 discussing the charge of the kernels of the different atoms and the eccentricity of 
the trajectories of the electrons able to enter in bond with the kernel of a neighbour. The fol-
lowing study of the magnetite is a further example. 

6.7 The Fe3O4 magnetite, the spinel structure and the notion of valence
A large number of compounds with the RM2O4 formula crystallize with the spinel struc-

ture. In this structure the atoms of oxygen occupy the position of an almost perfect cubic 
close-packing arrangement. Notice that in the ionic approach the oxygen ion has the largest 
volume and the lattice seems built on packing of these ions. In this fcc lattice the atoms of 
metals occupy two sites: one atom in the A tetrahedral site and two atoms in the B octahedral 
site. The building process of the crystal space from neutral atoms brings a new light for the 
Fe3O4 magnetite where iron occupies the two sites of the metals. Notice that in this approach 
the iron atoms have the larger volume, about the double to that of the oxygen. 

During the first attempts to interpret the spinel structure the simplest seemed to attribute 
the tetrahedral site to the R metal and octahedral to M metal. However it shortly appeared dif-
ficulties concerning the size of the metal occupying the two sites. In this eventuality for 
MgFe2O4 and MgAl2O4 the magnesium the biggest of the two atoms or of the metallic ions
would occupy the smallest site [36]. The study of the intensity of the ray of diffraction has led
to suppose that the half of the B occupies for the two spinels. Consequently when the R atom 

O
Tetrahedral

La O
Octahedral 

Figure 13. The La2O3 structure 
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occupies the A tetrahedral site, the spinel is called normal and inverse if occupies the B site 
with one of the two M atoms. 

In the case of the Fe3O4 magnetite, the equilibrium of valence leads to distinguish to types 
of iron atoms: two Fe(III) trivalent iron atoms and one Fe(II) bivalent iron atom. In the ionic 
approach the ferrous iron being smaller than the ferric iron it possible to propose an inverse 
structure spinel. With neutral atoms the size of the volume to distinguish the two types of at-
oms or the intensity of the rays of diffraction does not allow to decide of the inverse of normal 
character of the spinel. We need a different approach. On the other hand there is a need to un-
derstand how the crystal space is built with the spinel structure for this compound.

In "Crystal Structure and Bonds" [4] the comparison between the volumes of the mono-
chalcogenides of rare earths and of the 3d metals shows the tetravalent character of different 
metals including iron and the existence of metal-metal bonds responsible of the valence. This 
result points out that metals with metal-metal bonds play an important role in the building 
process of the space. As a result of the short metal-metalloid distance, the tetrahedral coordi-
nation can be considered as more stable than the octahedral coordination with larger metal-
metalloid distances. The existence of numerous radicals with the tetrahedral coordination as 
PO4, SO4, and VO4 equally allows going in this way. Consider the inverse spinel NiFe2O4, 
the iron with two 3d electrons less than nickel has windows on the nucleus more attractive 
imposing its tetrahedral coordination and leaving to nickel and to the other half of iron the oc-
tahedral site. Thus we are led to suppose that the space is built by the [FeO4] covalent groups 
and between them the other atoms of metal make cement. In this view one has to consider the 
magnetite as a normal spinel. The interpretation of the Curie constant is coherent with this ap-
proach [37]; it leads in Kemu/gat unit to two time the C(FeB) = 5.55 value and one time the 
C(FeA) = 3.12 value giving C(Fe3O4) = 14.22 as theoretical value for an experimental value of 
14.2 and a spin value of 11.76 according to the classical model. The calculation of the µ mag-
netic moment to saturation to zero Kelvin degree is equally in agreement with this approach; 
supposing with Néel [39] an antiparallel coupling between the A and B sites it comes:

µth = 2µ(FeB) ─ µ(FeA) (6.6) 

The magnetic moment of iron in the oxides can vary according to the electrons contribut-
ing [38]. For the magnetite and the nickel ferrite inverse spinel, the moments to consider are 
µ(FeB) = 4,6µB and µ(FeA) = 5 µB. For the magnesium ferrite it comes µ(FeB) = 4,2µB and
µ(NiB) =2,6 µB. the change of 0,4µB between two iron moments correspond to the contribu-
tion of one of the two 3d3/2 electrons. 

In the table 6, for µ(Fe3O4) the experimental value of 4,118 
µB is that obtained by Pauthenet en 1983 on single crystal in the 
direction of easy magnetization and with magnetic field up to 
180Koe [40]. The other experimental values are those from the
thesis of Pauthenet [41]. Other values of magnetization of the 
ferrites are given by Goodenough [42]. The moment µth of the 
model of Néel is the sum of the contribution of one electron in 
Bohr magneton by single electron.

There is still to specify the valence of the atoms according to the site. The hypothesis of a 
four valence of iron in the monochalcogenides is connected to one or several metal-metal 
bonds. These bonds take place thanks to the (n+1)s electrons and do not contribute to the 
equilibrium of the valence with the metalloid atoms. If we associate two of these bonds to the 

Table  6. Magnetic moments

RFe2O4 µth µexp µth-Néel

Fe3O4 4.2 4,118 4

NiFe2O4 2.2  2,22 2

MgFe2O4 0.8 0,86 0
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iron atoms in the tetrahedral site, then this iron contributes to two units of valence of the oxy-
gen atoms; for example as we have suppose it in section 5.2, the np,s shell of the iron atom of 
the tetrahedral site balance two unit of valence of one or two of the four oxygen atoms of the 
site. In this interpretation the iron of the octahedral site contributes then for three unit of va-
lence of the oxygen atom of the site. 

Thus it appears useful to distinguish two valence contributions: one determining the bal-
ance between the elements of the compounds expressed as "The combining or substituting c a-
pacity of an element with or to hydrogen", another determining the number of metal-metal 
bonds. But a contribution between identical atoms, if it gives information on the volume does 
not give information on the chemical composition. Thus this approach allows better under-
standing of the notion of valence resulting of the composition of the compounds and which 
was so useful in the building of our knowledge for chemistry and the structure of the atom as 
well. 

7 Conclusion
Thus the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantum model completed by the interpretation of the dou-

blets on the basis of Dirac's equation allows to describe the atomic space and then to propose 
a deeper understanding of numerous crystal structures. The door is open, there is still to pur-
sue the exploration. It is always a deep joy to progress after to have been blocked by difficul-
ties of which the overtaking seems to escape. It was during a long time the case of the mag-
netite where the logic imposes that two atoms identical initialy keep the same properties if the 
space in which they are allows it. 
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8 Appendix
To discuss about the spatial extension of the different electrons, consider their levels of 

energy; they are given by the following relation:
1/ 2

2 2
,
2 2

2 20
1 1effn k ZE

m c k

α

ρ α

−
 
 
 = + −
  + −    

(8.1) 

where Zeff is the effective nuclear charge that is the Z atomic number reduced of the screening 
constant of the considered electron and α is the fine struc ture:
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In introducing R the constant of Rydberg: 
2 4

3
2 meR

ch
π

= (8.3) 

The limited development of (8.1) gives:
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hc kn n

α  
= − = + − + ⋅⋅⋅ 

  
(8.4) 

As a function of the atomic number Z one has Zeff = (Z –σ) where σ is screening constant. 
Thus more the screening constant is important more the energy of the level is small and more 
the electron orbits far from the kernel of the atom. 
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